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A Message from Our President 
Dear UAHQ Members, 

As I make my exit as the president of the Utah Association of Healthcare Quality, I want to say that the last 
year on the board has been nothing less than amazing. 

When I joined the board several years ago (best decision!), I was not clear as to what my influences would be 
on the organization. I had no previous board experience and the connection between leading an organization 
and directly affecting change in the quality community was not clearly articulated in my mind. I went in with 
the intention to help to make a difference in our quality community and work hard to advance the mission of 
this wonderful association; “To inspire, educate and empower healthcare quality professionals.” 

Through the experienced and dedicated help from previous and current board members, I was able to 
understand and promote the multiple ways the UAHQ benefits not just the board members, but also our 
membership and the community at large by providing a professional networking and educational 
opportunities that support patient safety and healthcare quality. 

As I move forward, serving on the UAHQ board has inspired me to continue to grow as a quality leader in our 
community and has proven to be one of the most valuable professional experiences I have ever had. Thank 
you, UAHQ, for allowing me to serve you! 

Best regards, 

Deb Widmer, BSRC, RRT, HACP, UAHQ President 

Stick with UAHQ 
We Won’t Let You Fallter 

http://www.uahq.org/
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Annual Conference 
What a wonderful conference we had! We returned to Shriners Hospital this year and received royal 
treatment from both leadership and staff. Our speakers put a fresh spin on QI tools, encouraged us to think 
about new roles pharmacists can play in improving quality, and pointed out important documents everyone 
should have to ensure end of life wishes are carried out. We also learned about the prevalence of medication 
diversion by healthcare workers, ways mindfulness can help in addiction recovery, pain management, and 
stress. We even got a student’s perspective on healthcare. Here is just some of what attendees had to say 
about the speakers: 

Dr. Collett: Excellent content; informative and 
applicable in healthcare and personal life. 

Dr. Robison: The application of improvement 
framework is just what I needed, thank you! 
Outstanding presentation 

Dr. Rimm: So interesting – needs to be done 
everywhere. Intriguing program with great potential. 

Mr. Shields: Witty and adorable speaker with 
intriguing insight and perspective on Lean and Six 
Sigma. 

Dr. Garland: My favorite presentation of the day! 
Fascinating research on a relevant topic. The 
mindfulness exercise was excellent! 

Mr. Hunt: So interesting to hear his findings. 
Interesting state-specific information. 

Dr. Evans: Fascinating and eye opening. True stories 
that are alarming. 
 

We are already formulating ideas for 2019. Be sure to complete the Member Survey coming in early 2019! 
 
Have ideas you about the conference, the newsletter, UAHQ in general? Contact any boar member at 
uahqboard@gmail.com  
 

Back to Top 
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AHRQ: Six Building Blocks for Opioid Management in Primary Care 

Most patients taking opioids for 
chronic pain are managed by primary 
care providers and their staff. Many 
practices are looking for help in 
managing their patients using chronic 
opioid therapy. To meet this need, 
AHRQ funded A Team-Based Approach 
to Improving Opioid Management in 
Primary Care toolkit for primary care 
practices to improve care for patients 
taking opioids for chronic pain. It offers 
a structured team-based approach (Six 
Building Blocks project )to 
improvement in leadership and 
consensus, policies, patient 
agreements and workflows, tracking 
and monitoring patient care, planned 
patient-centered visits, caring for 
complex patients and measuring 
success. 

 

Back to Top 
 
 

Declines in Hospital-Acquired Conditions Save 8,000 Lives and $2.9 Billion in Costs 
National efforts to reduce hospital-acquired conditions such as adverse drug events and injuries from falls 
helped prevent 8,000 deaths and saved $2.9 billion between 2014 and 2016, a new report by AHRQ shows. An 
estimated 350,000 hospital-acquired conditions were avoided, falling by a rate of 8% over the two-year 
period, according to the AHRQ National Scoreboard on Hospital-Acquired Conditions. Read the full report 
here. 
 

2017 National Healthcare Quality and Disparities Report 
Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Wisconsin and Massachusetts led the nation in an updated assessment 
of health care quality, according to newly released State Snapshots from the Agency for Health Research and 
Quality (AHRQ). The interactive resource evaluates States on more than 250 measures of health care quality 
and access, based on data from AHRQ’s 2017 National Healthcare Quality and Disparities Report. Read More  

Back to Top 

http://www.uahq.org/
https://www.ahrq.gov/professionals/prevention-chronic-care/improve/six-building-blocks.html
https://www.ahrq.gov/professionals/prevention-chronic-care/improve/six-building-blocks.html
https://www.ahrq.gov/professionals/prevention-chronic-care/improve/six-building-blocks.html
https://www.improvingopioidcare.org/
https://www.improvingopioidcare.org/
https://www.ahrq.gov/news/newsroom/press-releases/declines-in-hacs.html?utm_source=nahq&utm_medium=&utm_term=&utm_content=4&utm_campaign=nahq_6_2018
http://nahq.informz.net/z/cjUucD9taT0yNDU0MDQxJnA9MSZ1PTM3NDUzMzgzNSZsaT0xNjEwODA3MA/index.html
https://www.ahrq.gov/research/findings/nhqrdr/nhqdr17/index.html?utm_source=ahrq&utm_medium=nahq&utm_term=&utm_content=10&utm_campaign=ahrq_ss_2018
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Standardize Before You Improve 
IHI’s Bob Lloyd provides guidance on how to standardize processes before improving them. Standardization is 
a fundamental starting point for improvement work. Why? Processes that are standardized are stable and, 
therefore, predictable. They generally exhibit common cause variation — variation that can be the focus of 
opportunities for improvement. 

Back to Top 

Move From a Reporting System to a Learning System 

 Learning systems are those that have in place standard improvement methods and measures, share data 
transparently, and apply evidence-based practices, all with the goal of collecting and learning from reports of 
what has gone well or not so well. 

It’s not enough to ensure that staff are encouraged and feel safe reporting risks. You also need to ensure that 
they know what kinds of things to report and how. Equally important is clarity around what happens to the 
reports — whose job is it to review them, analyze the information, respond with a systems approach, and 
follow up? 

All settings need to build capability in systems thinking, human factors, root cause analysis, and other areas so 
they have the expertise to learn and improve. Reporting doesn’t help anyone; it’s the learning experienced 
through reports that help guide future actions to, hopefully, reduce or eliminate risk of harm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.uahq.org/
https://forms.ihi.org/e1t/c/*W1vC00W7MRJ83W6g_zmR5nQGRS0/*W6myyyv9fHL4CW3fVq3Y64-QGY0/5/f18dQhb0SbTK8YHsXPW7nBKCN2qwv1SVJLPl62093tKW8zs7681wcMDHW7TB5J57VPhzsW7NTpdg7TRHV_W7vS3DX1FmRdSW7RT71L2Wf3VDW1JkSL_2HnkbNW6hZ6rG2KCQFrW2LGmCM1MnGRsW1G5zp12NnnQwW7mHF3-7sTjsdW2Qy-dS1wzDh3W567bYV5lKvt_N5420y5JVPYnW3CPQ_B5D8zFFVBBj5S52g270W7NM5zG73mVBdW7P1-wW33FK-yMqPkxDnjZC8W4hmSp92MBmM7N576tWVs0fpQW6dkf6w136GNjW1f-lq61TpXJDW6WYn2K2b-DS8W8gFymr6zM-hYW82KZbH6T-hXkW2MnChM49g_BBVm_ZfD2SnTJpW31fHtn6Xrr1YW5MhxmM4d2fChW1SdgrN2p8_TTW7-cq4L46mS_6W3ygvH88c3mpnVJ53X16mV_yHW45y9bk2V_s00V42cYP3nNLMmW1_NHc83MPwp_W7Kwh7C4hQPB7W6lcWXt3xtRT3W8BPWsD2-zyFjw1NsfDK3L6f91MkQw02
https://forms.ihi.org/e1t/c/*W1vC00W7MRJ83W6g_zmR5nQGRS0/*W1wts9s2HLD-MW7KvlkD47HlW60/5/f18dQhb0SbTK8YHsXPW7nBKCN2qwv1SVJLPl62093tKW8zs7681wcMDHW7TB5J57VPhzsW7NTpdg7TRHV_W7vS3DX1FmRdSW7RT71L2Wf3VDW1JkSL_2HnkbNW6hZ6rG2KCQFrW2LGmCM1MnGRsW1G5zp12NnnQwW7mHF3-7sTjsdW2Qy-dS1wzDh3W567bYV5lKvt_N5420y5JVPYnW3CPQ_B5D8zFFVBBj5S52g270W7NM5zG73mVBdW7P1-wW33FK-yMqPkxDnjZC8W4hmSp92MBmM7N576tWVs0fpQW6dkf6w136GNjW1f-lq61TpXJDW6WYn2K2b-DS8W8gFymr6zM-hYW82KZbH6T-hXkW2MnChM49g_BBVm_ZfD2SnTJpW31fHtn6Xrr1YW5MhxmM4d2fChW1SdgrN2p8_TTW7-cq4L46mS_6W3ygvH88c3mpnVJ53X16mV_yHW45y9bk2V_s00V42cYP3nNLMmW1_NHc83MPwp_W7Kwh7C4hQPB7W6lcWXt3xtRT3W8BPWsD2-zyFjw1XlrFsfymf5x2tXr02
http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/IHIWhitePapers/Framework-Safe-Reliable-Effective-Care.aspx
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Don’t Fear Conflict; Embrace It 
When you challenge the status quo, you’re likely to stir up conflict. But you shouldn’t fear differences of 
opinion and disagreements. A diversity of perspectives is what makes improvement possible. In a new blog 
post, IHI CEO Derek Feeley shares how leaders can foster healthy and respectful responses to change even 
when feelings run strong. 

Back to Top 

 

Patient Safety. We Can Do Better. Only If We Stop Doing the Same Thing Expecting a 
Different Result. 
November 12, 2018, 12 - 1 pm CT 
Discuss the importance of using technology to streamline and standardize data collection for 

a successful safety audit program. Join us for a complimentary webinar presented by Verge Health, to 
understand the value and impact of implementing an interdisciplinary proactive audit program to address 
safety issues in real time. Register  

Are You Drowning in Data? 
Primaris E-Book 
Healthcare providers must keep up with hundreds of possible quality measures — and also 
the multiple entities to which they are required to report. Dedicating resources and training 
is crucial to taming the chaos of the highly complex, time-consuming abstraction and 

reporting process that significantly impacts your organization’s financial well-being. Read More  

Back to Top 

 
CMS' New Pilot to Evaluate Hospital Accrediting Organizations 

CMS historically has used a validation survey process to evaluate whether an accrediting organization, such as 
the Joint Commission, can accurately assess whether providers and suppliers are complying with federal 
requirements for health and safety. 

Currently, the agency relies on states to inspect a sample of medical facilities within 60 days of an accrediting 
organization's visit and compares the results of the state-level inspections with the accrediting organization's 
assessment. 

However, a Wall Street Journal investigation in 2017 found potential issues with how CMS evaluates the 
effectiveness of accrediting organizations. The Journal found the Joint Commission, which accredits nearly 
80% of U.S. hospitals, did not take actions to modify or revoke hospital accreditations when state inspectors  

Back to Top 

http://www.uahq.org/
https://forms.ihi.org/e1t/c/*W1JwSq56wNzbcN6W7hSlZVBXR0/*W6k5By58Y-RswW8CKT_c1W2TL00/5/f18dQhb0SbTQ8Y9XHdW5q3-L022jgLsN487fwRWyV7bW104xLT8ZQft2W5q9kQw8CSvhfW8CsCdx8BtbzDW8B_09t8q-tchW5vLSz68B-__YW65JbGp8qZYZ-VSHcmK8z02bGW63kDyx5yL3l_W8Tn_cS2N30-GW8SRjBk8WxX0NW2MznrN5nbq6BVGXpVf3ZHyNQW2nd0v4542r7pW57-ZBT83C5JPW6rY-3s2KQ2YYW1Gj30R3QNnlvN50G-nxz27pWW8QKpyr4sj3hVW2BcyM91mGWjzVYT0Gn8cZCd5W8KRbL31dBcWXW5wpJvt63kSGGW1n3qly6QDn_0W3g2vL37y_hn5N42Z_MbYyRv1W8nvMxg3gj1QhN96phdf3QY7QW2-0HbF24wvH9W2zGwF16R2VrBN6Z9fcrPC2DjW2yj4CR24J5h3W6Hz1zr2ctkN6N11rnNb4VjjHW6L4nKh5mp3X9W1TSTqS1Kpn2lW4Ym-wP2cyH2GW89fT2F8NxCm-W80VnWN1j7__JW7BngD27TWDHfW54v9Sf3p9VwbW7D7HVg1Dy_KCW7VN46C3X6Vls0
https://nahq.org/education/webinars?_zs=tpX5X&_zl=QLWO1#Patient
https://blog.primaris.org/are-you-drowning-in-healthcare-data
https://www.wsj.com/articles/watchdog-awards-hospitals-seal-of-approval-even-after-problems-emerge-1504889146?mod=article_inline
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found safety violations at the hospitals. Hospitals in some cases maintained their full accreditation despite 
being barred from participating in Medicaid, the Journal found. 

CMS Administrator Seema Verma said, "Because of that article, we've taken a lot of action, and we're just 
getting started on the issue." She added, "We're trying to bolster our efforts to have oversight and to also 
have our reviews of [accreditors] transparent." 

CMS will pilot a new approach in Georgia, Ohio, and Texas for assessing accrediting organizations that "will 
streamline and strengthen" its evaluation process. 

Under the program, state inspectors will directly observe facilities during the accrediting organizations' self-
assessment period, instead of within 60 days after the assessment is completed. CMS said, "Direct observation 
will enable CMS not only to evaluate [accrediting organization's] performance more effectively, but also to 
suggest improvements and address concerns with [accrediting organizations] immediately. This approach will 
relieve providers from having to undergo the burden of a state’s follow up assessment." 

CMS under the new program also will "analyze and incorporate state complaint investigations of accredited 
facilities," with a "focus on identifying and monitoring accredited facilities that are out of compliance with 
Medicare health and safety requirements." The agency will use the data it collects from those assessments as 
another indicator of accrediting organizations' performance, CMS said. 

In addition, CMS will begin to publicly report accrediting organization performance data, such as information 
related to potentially missed safety issues. CMS will publish a list of hospitals and health organizations that are 
not in compliance with safety requirements, as well as the accrediting organization that accredited them. 

According to Armour, accreditation generally is seen as a sign of higher-quality medical care, and hospitals 
spend a large amount of money on accreditation. In 2015, the Joint Commission charged hospitals an average 
of around $18,000 for an inspection and an annual fee of up to $37,000. 

Hospital accreditors have come under fire in recent months. An investigation by the Wall Street Journal found 
that a number of accredited facilities continued to receive Joint Commission accreditation, despite serious 
safety violations and other issues at the facilities. The investigation triggered a House Energy and Commerce 
Committee investigation, and CMS this month announced initiatives to increase its oversight of accreditors 
and change the way accreditors' performance is reviewed, Armour reports. 

For the new study, Harvard University researchers analyzed the mortality and readmission rates for more 
than 4.2 million patients who were treated for 15 selected medical conditions or received surgery for six 
selected surgical conditions at U.S. hospitals. Overall, the researchers found that hospitals accredited by the 
Joint Commission did not have significantly lower mortality rates than hospitals inspected by state agencies 
and those accredited by other organizations. 

For instance, the researchers found that the mortality rate among Joint Commission accredited hospitals was 
10.2% for the 15 selected medical conditions, compared with 10.6% at hospitals inspected by state agencies. 
The mortality rates for the six selected surgical conditions were the same at both sets of hospitals, at 2.4%. 
 

Back to Top 

http://www.uahq.org/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/watchdog-awards-hospitals-seal-of-approval-even-after-problems-emerge-1504889146?mod=article_inline
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When it came to comparing Joint Commission accredited hospitals with those accredited by other 
organizations, the researchers found that mortality rates for both sets of hospitals were about the same, at  

10.1% among Joint Commission accredited hospitals and 10.3% among those accredited by other 
organizations. 

The researchers also found that Joint Commission accredited hospitals had just a slightly lower readmission 
rate for the selected conditions when compared with hospitals inspected by state agencies, Armour reports. 
According to the study, the readmission rate among Joint Commission accredited hospitals averaged 22.4% for 
the 15 selected medical conditions, compared with 23.2% at hospitals inspected by state agencies. 
Readmission rates for the six selected surgical conditions averaged 15.9% at Joint Commission accredited 
hospitals, compared with 15.6% at hospitals inspected by state agencies. 

Meanwhile, the readmission rates among Joint Commission accredited hospitals and those accredited by 
other organizations were about the same, at 16% and 15.8%, respectively. 

The researchers found that Joint Commission accredited hospitals had slightly lower patient satisfaction scores 
than those inspected by state agencies, at 3.2 and 3.4, respectively, when adjusted for risk. According to the 
researchers, patient satisfaction scores among Joint Commission accredited hospitals and those accredited by 
other organizations were similar, at 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, when adjusted for risk. 

According to the researchers, "The lack of meaningful differences in outcomes between accredited and state 
survey hospitals suggest that a closer examination of the benefits of private accreditation would be useful." 

Ashish Jha, director of the Harvard Global Health Institute and a co-author of the study, said, "The wealthy, 
big hospitals that generally have more resources are more likely to be Joint Commission-accredited, and the 
thinking is that they have better outcomes. What you find is that it doesn't have a big effect, and it really 
makes you worry. We've put a lot of faith and resources into accreditation" (Armour, Wall Street Journal, 
10/18; Lam et al., The BMJ, 10/18). 

Back to Top 
 

The 4 Questions to Ask Before You Hit 'Send' 

1. Is email the right mode of communication? Before you even draft an email, you should take a moment to 
make sure that is best way to communicate your question or action. If the matter at hand is urgent, a more 
immediate form of communication may be more efficient. 

If it's not urgent, consider holding your email until the end of the day or workweek. That way, you can include 
all non-urgent questions or actions in one email and reduce the number of emails clogging up your co-
workers' inboxes. 

2. Does the email contain the right information to explain my problem/proposal? Once you’ve decided email 
is the best approach, you need to make sure the context is right. If you’re emailing about a problem, consider 
including a summary of the steps you’ve already taken to try to resolve the problem before soliciting you 
manager’s or team’s opinion. If you’re emailing about a new or existing proposal, be sure to properly explain 
the situation and your rationale for proposing this course of action and be specific on the parts where you 
need further guidance. 

http://www.uahq.org/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/study-challenges-hospitals-use-of-accrediting-watchdogs-1539835260
https://www.bmj.com/content/363/bmj.k4011
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3. Is my question or requested action step clear? We’ve found that highlighting explicit requests by placing 
them higher in the email or bolding the text can help to draw the reader’s eye to the request. 

When possible, you should also take a few moments to make it easy for your recipient to take the requested 
action. If you’re asking someone to send a note, for instance, you can provide suggested scripting. If you’re 
passing along FYI information, such as an article, you can summarize the key takeaways. Offering a deadline 
can also help the email recipient to properly prioritize their response while ensuring you receive a timely reply. 

4. Am I prepared for follow-up questions—and can I preemptively address them? Before sending any email, 
you should take a moment or two and consider the recipient's potential reply. That knowledge could enable 
you to go one step further in your initial email to gather all the information you need. For example, instead of 
just asking whether someone is planning to join a call, you could also ask for materials you'll need on the call: 
potential talking points, questions, and so on.  

Effective communication is essential in any work environment. Team members often rely on one another to 
complete projects, fact-check information, or schedule last minute meetings or outings. By taking a moment 
before you hit send to think through the above questions, you can avoid over-contacting your team and get 
faster, better responses when you do reach out. Read the story 

Back to Top 

8 Email Mistakes That Can Hurt Your Career 
A career consultant explains how email mistakes can derail your career or harm your reputation—and how to 
keep emails professional by avoiding these eight common errors. Read the story  

 

You’ve Got Mail! 
Do you ever ask yourself, How do I know if I’m getting my message across? People have strong opinions about 
email. Consider this question through the frame of influence. That is: a good email is an email that does what 
you want it to do. In her recent book The Influential Mind, Tali Sharot suggests three strategies for getting 
people to listen to you. With a little modification, they apply just as well to emails. 

1. Put the New Information at the Top, In the Subject of Your Email and In the Very First Line of Your Email. 
We crave new information. In fact, our brain codes information in much the same way that it codes things we 
need to survive, like food and drink. When writing an email, put the new information at the very top — in the 
subject of your email, and in the first line of your email. Since many of us read emails on our smart phones, 
your reader will see the new information twice — and before ever opening your email. 

PRO-TIP: HOW LONG IS TOO LONG FOR AN EMAIL? 
When composing an email on my laptop, I adjust my message window to roughly the size of a smartphone 
screen. I make sure that all the important information appears in that window. If it doesn’t, I edit my email 
until it does, often signing off with “More information below the signature if you’re interested.” 

Back to Top 

http://www.uahq.org/
https://www.advisory.com/daily-briefing/2018/10/05/email-com?WT.mc_id=Email|DailyBriefing+Headline|DBECPost|DBA|DB|2018Oct05|ATestDB2018Oct05||||&elq_cid=1299538&x_id=003C000001XKjpYIAT
http://app.ns.advisory.com/e/er?elq_cid=1299538&x_id=003C000001XKjpYIAT&s=230127911&lid=192371&elqTrackId=f26f76a8706e495593881fd4921a601f&elq=c59b9e7fd2694d85925568ed1d2ce03d&elqaid=78833&elqat=1
http://swaay.com/10-email-pet-peeves-grind-gears/
http://swaay.com/10-email-pet-peeves-grind-gears/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/understanding-the-influential-mind/
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2. How Can the Information You’re Emailing Make the Recipient’s Life Easier? 
We prefer information that makes us feel good. So much so that the brain has a type of neuron for knowledge, 
and another type of neuron for knowledge that feels good. This is often referred to rather cynically as “What’s 
in It for Me (WIIFM)?” I like Sharot’s phrasing: clarify how your information “can help people better their 
world.” How can the information you’re emailing make the recipient’s life easier? Or perhaps more 
interesting? 

3. Positivity Matters. 
We seek out good news over bad news, positive information over negative. We’ve all experienced an email 
that looked like bad news and delayed opening it. Perhaps the subject line says it all: Addressing turnover on 
your unit. Instead, frame turnover as an opportunity to build a new employee culture that better suits the 
needs of current and future employees. 

Oh — and about that email I sent you a few weeks ago. Will you finally respond? ☺ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ISAAC 

HOLYOAK LEADS COMMUNICATION FOR UNIVERSITY OF UTAH HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP. HE RECEIVED A MASTER’S IN RHETORIC FROM THE BRIAN 
LAMB SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY AND TAUGHT SPEECH, ARGUMENTATION, AND DEBATE TO UNDERGRADUATES IN 

INDIANA AND TEXAS IN HIS PRE-HEALTHCARE LIFE. 

Back to Top 

The Effective Communicator: The Medium is the Message 

Anyone who has ever received a break-up text knows that how you say something 
can be just as important as what you say. The late Canadian media theorist Marshall 
McLuhan coined a brilliant phrase to describe this phenomenon: “The medium is the 
message.” 

 

http://www.uahq.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImaH51F4HBw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImaH51F4HBw&feature=youtu.be
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Effective Communicator's Three Quick Tips 
How long is too long? If an email is longer than your iPhone screen (and I have the small iPhone), your 
message probably shouldn’t be an email. 

Are they reading it? I find that most people put off reading long emails. Any message that requires more than 
a yes or no from the recipient should probably be a phone call. 

When do you need an in-person meeting? When being connected, airing grievances, or understanding 
emotion is necessary. 

The way you choose to talk to someone — the tool or medium you use — influences how that person receives 
your message. A belated happy birthday text from an old college friend will bring a smile to your face, while 
one from your spouse will turn that smile upside down. 

What you say must fit with what you’re saying. It’s a concept called decorum. At first glance, it sounds old-
fashioned, but I don’t mean decorum in the sense of etiquette (though etiquette does play a role here). 
Decorum also has a rhetorical, or persuasive, function. 

Decorum requires a certain generosity on your part. It means approaching people the way they hope to be 
approached. If you’re trying to persuade your co-worker to a new point of view, speaking the way she speaks 
is good practice because it gives you a greater chance of reaching her. 

Back to your original question: McLuhan’s phrase and the concept of decorum suggest that how you 
communicate to your staff depends on what you’re communicating — along with the personal preferences of 
who you’re communicating to. But how to know? 

The best way to learn is through observation. Failing that, try asking: What’s your preference for when I 
communicate with you? Ask them specifically — Text? Call? Email? Walk down the hall and pop in? Especially 
if it's someone you will be communicating with frequently, ask them what they prefer. 

I often prefer phone calls and text messages, but my colleague Kristen has a strong preference for email. We 
try to accommodate each other’s preferences by delivering important messages in our preferred mediums. 

I know, I hate it too. But you can bet it’s one of the first and last things I do every day. 

What About People You Can’t Ask? 
Data exists to guide your decisions. This 2014 Gallup study on Americans' communication preferences is a 
good indication of where you should start. The bottom line: there is a slight preference for texts and phone 
calls — but people still read email. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=msvOUUgv6m8&feature=youtu.be&t=54
https://hbr.org/2016/03/actually-you-should-check-email-first-thing-in-the-morning
https://news.gallup.com/poll/179288/new-era-communication-americans.aspx
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More from The E.C.: 

◰  How to Run a Meeting ◰  Sticking the Landing ◰  How to Craft a Story ◰  Know Your Audience 
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Buzzword: Safe 
Be safe with your e-mail that is. See the Social Engineering Red Flags on the last page for tips on keeping 
yourself safe. 

 
Quote of the Quarter 
The opportunity now is all ours. Jackie Buttaccio, QI Director, HealthInsight Nevada 
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https://uofuhealth.utah.edu/accelerate/blog/2017/05/the-effective-communicator-sticking-the-landing.php
https://uofuhealth.utah.edu/accelerate/blog/2017/07/the-effective-communicator-on-storytelling.php
https://uofuhealth.utah.edu/accelerate/blog/2017/03/the-effective-communicator-know-your-audience.php
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2018 UAHQ Board 

uahqboard@gmail.com  

 
President Deb Widmer, BSRC, RRT, HACP 

President-elect Heather Bloomfield, MSN, RN, OCN 

Past President Linda Johnson, MA, BSN, CPHQ 

Secretary Trent Casper, PT, CPHQ 

Treasurer Karl Ludwig 

Member at Large Lynette Hansen, MS, CPHQ 

Education Task Lead Shelly Rives, BS, CPHQ 

Communications Task 
Lead 

Linda Johnson, MA, BSN, CPHQ 

Legal/Legislative Task 
Lead 

Linda Egbert, MS, RN, CPHQ 
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